We provide a compact derivation of the static and dynamic equations for infinite-dimensional particle systems in the liquid and glass phases. The static derivation is based on the introduction of an "auxiliary" disorder and the use of the replica method. The dynamic derivation is based on the general analogy between replicas and the supersymmetric formulation of dynamics. We show that static and dynamic results are consistent, and follow the Random First Order Transition scenario of mean field disordered glassy systems.
A major step in the understanding of glasses has been the "Random First Order Transition" (RFOT) scenario [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] (see [8] [9] [10] for recent reviews). It may be described in short as the assumption that a class of solvable disordered models -most notably the spin-glass with p-spin interactions, p > 2 -are the mean-field representation (or metaphor) of fragile glasses. This development hinged on two main observations: the existence in these models of a thermodynamic transition essentially identical in nature to the Kauzmann "entropy crisis" scenario, and of a dynamic (pseudo) transition governed by the Mode-Coupling equations. That these two features, both of which had been proposed previously, appear generically and with no parameter tuning in a vast family of models, was considered a remarkable unifying fact. Several successes followed, including the understanding of the out of equilibrium (aging) dynamics [11] , the natural appearance of effective temperatures [12] , and the glassy rheology with generic shear-thinning properties [13] .
In spite of these successes, a weak point remained which led to some skepticism: because there was no microscopic derivation starting from a particle system -at least none without uncontrolled approximations [1, 6, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , the scenario was mostly an analogy between systems with superficially little in common. This situation has changed thanks to the solution of system of particles in the limit of large dimensions d, an often used remedy to the absence of a small parameter [1, 22, 23] . The entire RFOT scenario is recovered in this limit [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , but now as an inevitable consequence of the exact solution, and not as a postulated analogy. The extra element that somehow closes the circle is that, in addition, there are simulations of particle systems in dimensions from three to twelve [31] [32] [33] [34] , where one can see the features extrapolating smoothly to large d, and also best appreciate the limitations of the approach.
The purpose of this paper is to present a parallel derivation of the thermodynamics and the dynamics of systems of particles interacting through spherical potentials in dimension d → ∞, simpler than the previously published ones [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . The basic degrees of freedom are N point particles of typical size σ confined in a "box". For our purposes, the simplest way to do this is to place each particle on the surface of a (d + 1)-dimensional hypersphere of radius R σ, x i ∈ R d+1 with x 2 i = R 2 . The thermodynamic limit corresponds to R → ∞ with constant density. With this choice rotational and translational invariances can be handled together. Moreover, the long-time limit of the particles' mean-square displacement in the liquid phase can be computed easily.
The "thermodynamics" we are aiming at is a partial one: we explicitly exclude, as we shall discuss below, crystalline states. These certainly dominate the equilibrium measure of the condensed phase in three dimensions, and the same might be the case in d → ∞, see [35] for a discussion. The reason why it is at all possible to separate amorphous from crystalline configurations is that it is expected, and it has to be shown self-consistently, that these regions of phase space are strictly disconnected in the limit d → ∞. In finite dimensions, the separation is not perfect and ultimately depends on the dynamic regime under study: the consensus is, however, that in glassy regimes the formation of crystallites may usually be neglected, especially when d > 3 [36, 37] . The study of dynamics poses no such problems of principle, as one may start from any chosen configuration and let the system decide of its own evolution.
The reason why one expects the limit d → ∞ to become simple was pointed out by Frisch et al. [23, [38] [39] [40] thirty years ago, and it is common to many other fields of physics, e.g. ferromagnetic systems [41] or strongly correlated electrons [42] . Consider a particle 1 interacting with, amongst others, two particles 2 and 3; what can we say about the interaction between 2 and 3? In order that 2 and 3 interact, if the forces have finite range, we need 1,2,3 in "contact"
(defined by the range of interaction) with each other, forming a closed chain 2 1 3 . Now, the number of configurations for which 2-1-3 form an open chain 2 1 3 in d = ∞ is overwhelmingly larger than those in which 2-1-3 close a chain:
we conclude that in d → ∞, 2 and 3 may be considered non-interacting, unless there is an underlying (very special) order, see Fig.1a . This simple observation led to the exact solution of liquid equilibrium in d → ∞ [23, 38, 39] . Using this idea, and adapting them to the glassy regime following the proposal of Kirkpatrick and Wolynes [1] , the exact solution was extended to liquid dynamics [30] and glass thermodynamics [24] [25] [26] [27] , as we will describe here. Note, however, that contrary to Ref. [40] , we will not make use of a collision expansion to solve the dynamics: in fact, in the glassy regime there are multiple collisions between a particle and its neighbors, which makes a collision expansion ineffective; also, we will not be restricted to hard spheres but will also consider soft potentials, for which the notion of collision is not well defined.
There is another useful way of imposing a similar situation, valid in any dimension. Consider a system with interaction potential
in any dimension. We will refer to this as the "normal" system. Replace it now by a different system, this one with .e. R → ∞ limit for the spherical setting, and in absence random rotations Rij). The red particle interacts with its green neighbours, which do not "see" each other (the most likely configuration is that they all are in orthogonal directions). The others (dashed gray) particles do not interact with the red one and again have a tree-like structure of contacts. (b) In the MK model in d dimensions (R → ∞), random rotations become random shifts Aij [43] . The red particle 1 interacts only with the green ones 2 and 3 owing to the shifts, the others (dashed gray) do not interact with particle 1. 2 and 3 may interact as well if |A12 + A13 + A23| ∼ σ, which is very unlikely for high d or for shifts that are of the order of the linear size of the "box".
"randomly shifted" interactions
where R ij is a "shift" (in our case a rotation on the d + 1-dimensional hypersphere) chosen randomly for each pair of particles once and for all. We refer to this as the "MK" system, because it was studied extensively in [43] . If the size of these shifts is large 1 , for example of the order of the box itself, then we may repeat the argument above and conclude that the chances that particles 2 and 3, both interacting with 1, interact between themselves are negligible [43] , see Fig.1b . This model has been studied in finite dimensions, and it is definitely much closer to mean-field behaviour than the normal system, although it is not clear what is the exact nature of its glass transition, if even there is a sharp one: we will not discuss this issue here and we refer the reader to [43, 44] for further details.
A point which is clear is that the limit d → ∞ of the MK model (2) and the normal model (1) should coincide exactly (see Appendix B) in all disordered phases -liquid and glass -but not in a possible crystalline phase, which would be suppressed in (2) . In this paper we use this as a trick to simplify the derivation of the equations for the dynamics and glassy thermodynamics of (1) : the introduction of a disorder that is a posteriori irrelevant helps to justify and simplify the derivation. The same technique in various forms has been used in glassy systems (see [45] and references therein). Note that here we focus only on the derivation of the equations, rather than on the extraction of physical results from them, which have already been discussed in other papers [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
The structure of the paper is the following. In Section II, we recapitulate the basic definitions, and we derive the free energy as a functional of the single-particle density. We show that this functional contains only the ideal-gas term plus a mean-field density-density interaction. In Section III, we show that in the limit d → ∞, thanks to rotational invariance, one can evaluate all integrals involving the single-particle density through a saddle point. We thus obtain the free energy as a simple function of a matrix∆ that encodes the mean square displacement between different replicas in the thermodynamics or, by an analogy, different times in the dynamics. In Section IV, we consider a special choice of∆, corresponding to Parisi's hierarchical ansatz, and we show that in this case we reproduce previous results for glassy thermodynamics [24] [25] [26] [27] 29] . In Section V we write a general equation for the matrix∆, without assuming that it is a hierarchical matrix, and we show that this equation has the form of a Mode-Coupling equation [20] , controlled by a memory kernel for which we give a microscopic expression in terms of force-force or stress-stress correlations. In Section VI we exploit the general analogy between the supersymmetric formulation of Langevin dynamics and the replica method to obtain dynamical equations for the model, thus reproducing the results of [30] . In Section VII we show that (glassy) thermodynamics and (glassy) dynamics give consistent results, in compliance with the general Random First Order Transition picture. Finally, we draw our conclusions. For the convenience of the reader, in Appendix A we provide a list of the most recurrent mathematical definitions and notations. The other Appendices contain some details of the calculations that are omitted from the main text.
II. SETTING OF THE PROBLEM
A. Definition of the model Let us recapitulate here the precise definition of the system we wish to investigate.
• The basic degrees of freedom are N point particles. Each particle lives on the surface of a (d + 1)-dimensional hypersphere of radius R (which we call S), hence its coordinate is a point x i ∈ R d+1 with the constraint x 2 i = R 2 . The volume of this space is V = vol(S) = Ω d+1 R d . This is just a very convenient choice of "boundary conditions" for particles enclosed in a finite volume V . In fact, for R → ∞ we recover a system defined on a flat (Euclidean) and infinite space R d , while at finite R the global rotational invariance in R d+1 encode both the rotations and the translational symmetries of the d-dimensional Euclidean problem.
• We wish then to consider first the thermodynamic limit where R → ∞ with constant N/V , in which the model becomes equivalent to the usual definition in a d-dimensional Euclidean periodic cubic volume, and then the limit d → ∞, where the model is exactly solvable.
• Each particle pair interact through a potential v(|x i − R ij x j |), where Rx is a uniformly distributed random rotation of point x on the sphere.
is the modulus of the vector x in R d+1 , or in other words |x − y| is the Euclidean distance 2 between points x and y in R d+1 . The total potential energy is thus (we drop the "MK" suffix for simplicity)
As discussed in the introduction, the random rotations R ij are introduced for pedagogical convenience. In the limit d → ∞, they become irrelevant, and the model becomes equivalent to a standard model where all the R ij are equal to the identity. We discuss this in more details in Section II B and in Appendix B.
• In order to have a proper limit d → ∞, we consider a class of inter-particle potentials at temperature T = 1/β (here k B = 1), such that
wherev(h) is a finite function of h, and σ is a reference value for the particle size. The scaling r = σ(1 + h/d) is physically related to the fact that interactions are dominated by neighbouring particles that are typically almost touching and whose positions are fluctuating with amplitude O(1/d) [1] . This means, together with the scaling of density given by the packing fraction ϕ = O(d/2 d ), as shown below, that a particle interacts with O(d) neighbours, consistently with the mean-field behaviour [41] . Concrete examples are:
-Hard Spheres with e −βv(r) = θ(r − σ) = θ(h) = e −βv(h) .
-Soft Harmonic Spheres with
-Soft Spheres with v(r) = (σ/r) αd → e −αh =v(h).
Note that this is the natural generalisation of potentials such as the Lennard-Jones one to d > 3, because in any case one has to impose v(r) r −d−1 at large r to keep the interaction short ranged and a finite second virial coefficient. In many cases we will specialize to the Hard Sphere potential for concreteness, but all the main results we obtain in the paper apply to a generic potential.
The main definitions are summarized in Appendix A 1.
B. The role of random rotations
Let us comment on the choice of introducing the random rotations R ij in the interaction potential. As we will see in the following, there are a few reasons for that choice:
1. all contributions to the free energy of the system involving three particles or more vanish, both in the statics and in the dynamics;
2. the crystalline state cannot exist in presence of random rotations, so we can focus on the amorphous liquid and glass states;
3. the presence of quenched disorder allows one to treat the thermodynamic problem by introducing replicas in a straightforward way.
The first result, when d → ∞, is also true in absence of the R ij ; the proof is based on the fact that as we will see in the following, the typical mean squared displacement of particles is always of the order of 1/d [1] . Therefore, particle trajectories form a "cloud" of typical size 1/d while the distance between them is of order 1. One can then apply the arguments of Frisch et al. [23, 38, 39] : they used a virial expansion of the entropy in powers of the liquid density, and showed that in d → ∞ only the first correction to the ideal gas, a two-particle virial term, survives (as if it were a Van der Waals gas). Note also that the random shifts disappear from the two-particle virial term. The second result is not true in absence of random rotations: there might be a crystal state. However, as shown in [36, 37] , crystallization is strongly suppressed in d > 3. Thus, the liquid and glass states are metastable but have an extremely large lifetime, that is expected to diverge when d → ∞. Finally, concerning the third point, in absence of quenched disorder one can still use replicas within the Monasson [45] or Franz-Parisi [46] schemes to describe glassy states. For particle systems in d → ∞ this has been done in [24, 25] and [28] , respectively. This only require minor modifications of the replica scheme (see Appendix D for a discussion), and no modification to the dynamics. We conclude that the presence of the random rotations R ij is irrelevant in d → ∞, and that the MK model with random rotations is equivalent to the normal model with R ij equal to the identity. Additional details can be found in Appendix B. The results presented in the following therefore hold also for a normal particle model without random rotations.
C. Replicated partition function
For simplicity we focus in this section on the Hard Sphere potential, but the derivation can be easily extended to a generic potential, as mentioned in Section II A. We denote by dR the uniform measure over rotations, and by an overbar the average over it, i.e. over all the random rotations. To compute the average of the free energy over the random rotations, we apply the so-called replica trick by considering the n-times replicated partition function and use the relation log Z = lim n→0 ∂ n Z n [47] . We denote byx = (
n the coordinate of a replicated particle, and byX = (X 1 , · · · , X n ) a full replicated configuration of the system. Let us define
We have
where we recall that the overline denotes the average over the N (N − 1)/2 independent random rotations R ij . For an arbitrary point x ∈ S, V d (σ)/V = dR θ(σ − |x − Rx|) is the fraction of volume excluded by a particle of radius σ on S. Simple geometrical considerations allow one to bound the functionχ(x,ȳ) from above and below. In fact, the value ofχ(x,ȳ) is obtained by taking the n particles described byȳ, rotating all of them by the same random rotation R, and computing the probability that none of the rotated spheres overlap with the corresponding particle inx. Clearly the value ofχ is maximal whenȳ = R 0x for some R 0 , because in this case one minimizes the number of excluded rotations. We can choose R 0 to be the identity, in such a way thatȳ =x, without loss of generality. In that case we haveχ
Similarly, the value ofχ is minimal ifȳ is chosen in such a way that, for any rotation R, at most one of the particles in Rȳ is in overlap with the corresponding particle ofx. Indeed, in this way one maximizes the number of excluded rotations. Using this we haveχ
because the integrand is 1 except in n distinct regions where the rotation brings one of theȳ particles in overlap with one of thex. For generic configurations we thus get
Hence, defining the Mayer function
we deduce thatf ∝ V d (σ)/V is small in the thermodynamic limit, and in Eq. (6) we can expand logχ(
Introducing the order parameter (density of replicated configurations)
we thus have
Note that from Eq. (7) we havef (x,
is a constant. In the following, we do not keep track explicitly of all the multiplicative constants in the partition function. We will fix this at the end of the computation in Section II D, so this term will be dropped. Note also that the constant is finite in the thermodynamic limit and therefore it is subdominant with respect to the extensive terms of the free energy. Inserting a delta function for ρ(x) in Eq. (6) and representing it as a Fourier integral over ρ(x), we obtain
The last integral can be evaluated by the saddle point method by optimizing S, which represents the "free entropy" functional 3 at fixed ρ, ρ. We will simply refer to it as "entropy" in the following. The saddle point equations for ρ is
which is very simple and is compatible with the normalization of ρ(x). Note that the original integral over ρ was on the imaginary axis, but the saddle-point lies on the real axis as shown explicitly by Eq. (14) because ρ must be real-valued. We can use this equation and substitute it in the entropy, then we get:
where in the last step we assumed that ρ(ȳ) is rotationally invariant, hence ρ(R −1ȳ ) = ρ(ȳ), and
where the additive constant C n comes from the proportionality constant in Eq. (13) . We will see in next Section II D that C n = 0. Let us emphasize once again that, as discussed in Section II B, the last line in Eq. (15) holds also in absence of random shifts in the limit d → ∞. In fact, it is the usual starting point of replica computations for hard spheres in large dimensions [24, 25] . The derivation presented in this section has the advantage that it does not require to introduce the virial expansion, so it is more compact. Note that here we normalized ρ(x) to dxρ(x) = 1 while in previous works [24, 25] the standard normalization of liquid theory, dxρ(x) = N , was used.
D. Liquid phase (and a problem with distinguishability)
As a first check we derive the entropy in the liquid phase of Hard Spheres. This corresponds to having independent and uniformly distributed particles over the sphere, so ρ(x) = V −n . Then we have, neglecting the constant C n ,
where
and
is the packing fraction in the large R limit. We therefore recover the desired result, that the replicated entropy is given by n times the liquid entropy if replicas are decorrelated [47] . This also shows that the constant C n in Eq. (16) is equal to zero.
Note that for the liquid entropy we obtain almost the same results that has been obtained by Frisch and Percus [39] for standard d-dimensional hard spheres when d → ∞, which is
In fact, we have s liq = s HS liq − 1 + log N , hence
This factor of N ! is due to the fact that in the MK model particles are distinguishable, while in the HS model they are not. One could correct by dividing (artificially) the MK partition function by N ! [43] , but in any case this factor is irrelevant for dynamics: it only affects the location of the Kauzmann point [43] .
E. Pair correlation function
Note that Eq. (6) can be written as
Therefore we obtain
The equality between the first and second lines in Eq. (23) holds for n → 0 in which we are interested eventually, because Z n → 1 in that limit. From the knowledge of ρ(x,ȳ) we can compute the averages of several interesting observables. Consider for example an observable of the non-replicated system of the form
As for the free energy, the calculation presented in this section has been done for the MK model with random rotations for simplicity; however it also holds for the normal potential without random rotations, as a result of keeping the lowest order virial expansion of two-point correlation functions [48, 49] . To conclude, let us write explicitly the result for the liquid phase where ρ(x) = V −n , and specializing to a finiteranged potential (of interaction range σ) for simplicity. We have
which is the correct result and corresponds to a liquid pair correlation g(r) = e −βv(r) , which is the leading term in the virial expansion [48, 49] and thus gives the exact result concerning the original model in the limit d → ∞, as well as for the MK model in all dimensions [43] .
F. Summary of the results
Let us summarize the results obtained in this section:
1. The free energy functional has a simple form, composed by two terms, the ideal gas and a simple mean field density-density interaction:
Here, for a generic potential, S is given by −β times the free energy; it is also sometimes called "free entropy" (we nevertheless refer to it as "entropy" in the following).
2. By definition of ρ(x), Eq. (11), averages of one-particle quantities can be written as
3. Two-particle quantities can be written as
Note that the random shifts in the definition of O have to be included for the MK model, while they should not be included for the normal particle system.
Correlations involving more than two particles are factorized in terms of one-and two-particle correlations, as discussed in [24, 43, 50] .
III. ROTATIONAL INVARIANCE AND LARGE DIMENSIONAL LIMIT
In this section we show how to take into account rotational invariance in order to solve exactly the limit d → ∞. Before proceeding, let us recall that we also wish to take the thermodynamic limit R → ∞. In some cases the order of the two limits is irrelevant, but when relevant, according to Section II A, we should take the R → ∞ limit first. In other words, we should consider that R/d is a large quantity.
In a few words, the strategy we will use in this section is the following. Due to rotational invariance on the hypersphere, the density of replicated configurations ρ(x) can only depend on the matrix of the scalar products q ab = x a · x b , or more physically, on the matrix of mean square displacements between replicas (recall that q aa = x 2 a = R 2 ):
These definitions are summarized in Appendix A 2. We can thus make a change of variables in the integration over dx to q ab or D ab , integrating out the irrelevant degrees of freedom. We will see that, roughly speaking, the change of variables gives for density averages:
where the factor e d 2 log detq is the Jacobian of the transformation, and one can show that ρ(q) = e d Ω(q) where Ω(q) is finite 4 for large d [25] . The appearance of the dimension in the exponent leads to a narrowing of fluctuations of correlations, when d → ∞, and saddle-point evaluation becomes exact [51] [52] [53] . In this way we will obtain an exact expression of S(ρ) in terms of the matrixD. In the rest of this section we will make these ideas mathematically precise.
A. One-particle integrals: normalization of the density and ideal gas term As a preliminary remark, V = Ω d+1 R d being the surface of the d + 1-dimensional hypersphere, we have:
and therefore, defining Dx = dx
We now use rotational invariance to deduce that the density ρ(x) must depend only on
For a rotationally invariant function we have (Appendix C):
where v = (1, · · · , 1), by definition q aa = R 2 and D aa = 0, and
The density is normalized as
We write
, and we take a saddle point in d assuming that Ω is finite for large d. Taking the logarithm of the Eq. (36), at leading order for d → ∞, using Eq. (35), we have
Note that Eq. (37) 
In particular, the first term in Eq. (33) (the ideal gas term) is the average of log ρ(x), which by hypothesis is not exponential in d. Thus we can apply Eq. (38) and we obtain
B. Two-particle integrals: the interaction term
For two-particle integrals, the exact calculation of the Jacobian of the change of variables is more difficult, so we will use a slightly different procedure where we compute the Jacobian by a saddle point in d. This procedure is simpler but the price to pay is that we cannot keep track easily of all the normalization constants 5 . We will compute the normalization constant only at the end, and for the moment all the proportionality factors will be neglected.
Change of variables
We consider a generic function f that depends only on the distances between pairs of atoms in two replicas, |x a −y a |, and a two-particle integral of the form
Here q x ab = x a · x b and q y ab = y a · y b are symmetric matrices such that q
With an abuse of notation we defined
whereμ has been written for convenience as a diagonal n × n matrixμ with µ ab = µ a δ ab . In the above derivation we performed the following steps:
1. In the second line, we introduced a Fourier representation of the delta functions by integrating overλ x ,λ y ,μ. Note that because the delta functions are introduced for a b, the matrixλ x (and similarlyλ y ) has as independent elements the ones for a b only. Correspondingly dλ
2. The integrals overλ x ,λ y ,μ should be done on the imaginary axis. However, we are going to compute K by a saddle point and we anticipate that the saddle point is on the real axis, so we can equivalently treat them as real variables [54] . Then the integral overx,ȳ is a simple Gaussian integral and gives the determinant term.
In Eqs. (40) and (41) there is clearly a symmetry x ↔ y and it is very unreasonable that this symmetry is broken at the saddle point. Hence we assume thatq x =q y =q andλ x =λ y =λ at the saddle point. Using
we have
whereλ (andμ, but we postpone its saddle-point evaluation) are determined by maximizing the exponent. We now make a simplifying assumption 6 (to be checked a posteriori), namely that the last term in the expression above is not proportional to d and therefore does not affect the saddle point onλ. Maximizing the exponent with respect toλ we obtain the relationq
and therefore
Under the assumption that the last term is not exponential in d,q is determined by maximizing ρ(q)e d 2 log detq 2 , which is exactly the same factor that determines the saddle point value ofq in the ideal gas term, see Eq. (36). We therefore assume from now on thatq is equal to this saddle point value (without adding explicitly the suffix "sp" tô q for notational convenience). We know from Eq. (36) that at this saddle point value ρ(q)e d 2 log detq is a constant. We obtain
2. Scaling of the mean square displacement
We now change variables by introducing the mean square displacement D ab , Eq. (30), with
This assumption is based on the scaling that has been already found in [1, 24, 27] , and we will check a posteriori that it is the only possible choice to obtain a meaningful scaling for d → ∞. In matrix form we havê
In Eq. (47) we have
Using the cyclic properties of the trace we have log det 1 + 4R
Similarly, we have
where the last result holds for R 2 /d large. Using these results we obtain for large
The last term can be expanded for large d, we have
where we used that Tr(∆μ) = n a=1 µ a ∆ aa = 0 because ∆ aa = 0. Finally we obtain
We now make a change of variable,
where we introduced a delta function of x = a g a through the integral representation (rotated on the real axis). The integral over x can be done via a saddle point because of the presence of a factor d in front of the exponential. For the saddle point over x we can neglect the last term, and we obtain 1 = 1/(2x) hence x = 1/2. The integral over g a is Gaussian, giving
Note that the crucial assumption made for the saddle point in Eq. (43) has now been checked self-consistently: the terms that were neglected are not exponential 7 in d. The proportionality constant C does not depend upon the choice of f . Hence we can choose a test function
Recall that dxρ(x) = 1, and dx 2 · · · dx m ρ(x) = 1/V because it must be a constant due to translational invariance. With the test function f we obtain
From Eq. (56) we obtain instead (recalling that ∆ 11 = 0)
1 2h
Comparing these two expressions we obtain C = −
which leads to the result:
An important remark is that the measure D −∆h defined in Eq. (59) cannot really be considered as a Gaussian measure over the h a . In fact, one has h a h b = −∆ ab which clearly makes no sense, because h 2 a = −∆ aa = 0 which implies that actually all the h a = 0. A related problem is that Tr∆ = a ∆ aa = 0, hence∆ has both positive and negative eigenvalues, which makes the Gaussian integral ill-defined. However, these problems can bypassed by considering D −∆h as an abstract measure, and the prescription to compute integrals of functions of h a is that h a = 0, h a h b = −∆ ab , and higher moments are computed using the Wick rule for Gaussian integrals.
The problem can be fixed by a change of variables 9 . Let us define the function
Here∆ is (minus) the matrix of correlations of the Gaussian measure of the h a . Then, if we wish to compute F(−Avv T +∆), we have h a h b = A − ∆ ab . Equivalently, we can write h a = h a + H, where h a and H are uncorrelated
Gaussian variables with zero mean, such that H 2 = A and h a h b = −∆ ab . We thus have
This shows that F(∆) = e −A/2 F(−Avv T +∆) for arbitrary A and leads to our final result:
We will see that A can be chosen conveniently to have a well defined Gaussian measure, and simplify these expressions in concrete cases.
Mayer function
Let us now specialize to the case in which f is the replicated Mayer function defined in Eq. (10) and make contact with previous results [27] . Then using Eq. (4) we get
and thus
One can show that for any function f ({h a }) the following relation holds 10 (here we choose A = 0 for simplicity):
Using this we obtain
10 The proof is obtained by performing, on the left hand side, a Taylor expansion of the function f ({ha}) and using the Wick rule, while on the right hand side expanding the exponential. For example, at the lowest order, one obtains
which coincides with the result obtained in [27, Eq. (15) ] (the last line is obtained by an integration by parts).
C. Summary of the results
Let us summarize the main results of this section.
1. We have shown that for a generic function f ({|x a − y a |}) that is not exponential in d we have, from Eq. (62):
where D Avv T −∆h is a Gaussian measure with h a h b = A − ∆ ab , as defined in Eq. (59), and A is an arbitrary constant. Here∆ is the saddle point matrix defined in Eq. (37) . Other equivalent expressions for F(∆), namely Eqs. (64) and (67), have been derived in the special case in which f is the replicated Mayer function defined in Eq. (10). Eq. (67) reproduces the previous result of [27] . Using Eq. (29), this result can be used to compute the averages of two-particle rotationally invariant observables.
2. Our second result is an expression of the entropy in terms of the saddle-point scaled mean square displacement matrix∆ = dD/σ 2 and the scaled density ϕ = 2 d ϕ/d. The ideal gas term is given by Eq. (39) . For the interaction term we use Eq. (68). We obtain
where for F(∆) we have three expressions: Eqs. (64), (67) and (68).
3. The matrices∆ orD should be determined by solving the d → ∞ saddle-point condition, i.e. by maximizing the terms that are exponential in d in Eq. (36) . The problem is that we have never derived explicitly the form of Ω(D). However, one can show that∆ can be equivalently determined by maximizing the final result for the entropy, Eq. (69), which is quite intuitive (a formal proof can be found in [25, 26, 30] ). Indeed, the thermodynamic limit saddle-point equation is δS/δρ = 0. In infinite d, S depends on ρ only through the saddle-point value of Ω(∆ sp ), which is known in terms of∆ sp via (37) . Therefore δS/δρ = 0 is equivalent to dS/d∆ sp =0 where we have expressed S only in terms of the saddle-point value∆ sp as in (69). This condition fully determines the saddle-point value ∆ sp and is thus equivalent to the d → ∞ saddle-point equation.
Thanks to these results, we can express both the free energy and two-particle correlations in terms of the matrix∆. Our next task is to determine explicitly this matrix.
IV. HIERARCHICAL MATRICES AND REPLICA SYMMETRY BREAKING
In this section we show that Eq. (69) reproduces all the correct results in the different thermodynamic phases of the system, where the matrix∆ is a hierarchical matrix [47] . We will focus on Hard Spheres for simplicity, and to make contact with previous results [25] [26] [27] . In particular we will show that 2. In the liquid phase, we expect that all replicas are uncorrelated. Hence for a = b, x a · x b = 0 and
Consistently we will show that in this phase the matrix∆ is replica symmetric (RS) with ∆ ab = ∆ 0 (1 − δ ab ) and ∆ 0 = ∆ liq . Furthermore, S = ns liq as expected from Section II D. These results are discussed in Section IV A.
3. In the glass phase, where∆ is a hierarchical replica symmetry breaking (RSB) matrix [19, 45, 47, 54] , from Eq. (69) we can derive the expression of s = lim n→0 S/n and again we find the same results as in [27] for the 1RSB, 2RSB, · · · , fullRSB cases. For pedagogical reasons we first discuss the 1RSB computation (Section IV B) and then the general kRSB computation (Section IV C).
Some useful mathematical properties of hierarchical RSB matrices are discussed in Appendix E; we will also use the notations for Gaussian integrals defined in Appendix A 3.
A. Liquid (replica symmetric) phase
The liquid phase is described by a replica symmetric matrix∆ = ∆ 0 (vv T − I). As an example for n = 3 we havê
Using this ansatz amounts to assume that in the liquid phase (moderate density), the free energy landscape describing the system as a function of the mean-square displacement matrix∆ has a minimum, corresponding to the stable thermodynamic phase, having the form given by Eq. (70). Dynamically, this means that the time-dependent meansquare displacement has a single plateau at long times, corresponding to ∆ 0 , see Fig. 2 . We can compute S(∆ 0 ) and find the stable value of ∆ 0 , as one would compute the magnetization of the paramagnetic phase at high temperature as the minimum of the free energy of the Curie-Weiss ferromagnet model. We define ∆ liq = 2dR 2 /σ 2 . Note that ∆ liq → ∞ in the thermodynamic limit. We wish to show that ∆ 0 = ∆ liq and recover Eq. (18).
Replica symmetric entropy
We start from Eq. (69) and we plug in the RS form of∆. Eq. (E4) implies that 1 −
n n−1 . Using also Eq. (E5), the ideal gas term in Eq. (69) becomes
For the interaction part, using Eq. (61) and the representation in Eq. (64), we have
Note that through an integration by parts and a change of variables, we obtain
where the function Θ(x) is defined in Appendix A. This is exactly the replica-symmetric result for F obtained in [26, Eq. (40) ]. In the limit n → 0 we obtain
2. Saddle point equation
The saddle point equation for ∆ 0 is obtained by taking the derivative of Eq. (74). We expect that ∆ 0 = ∆ liq and we are thus interested in the case where ∆ 0 is large. For ∆ 0 → ∞, we have
We conclude that F(∆)/n → 1 with corrections exponentially small in ∆ 0 . It follows that the interaction term is a constant for large ∆ 0 , and its derivative vanishes exponentially. We therefore obtain
which is solved by ∆ 0 = ∆ liq in the limit R → ∞ where ∆ liq → ∞.
Thermodynamic entropy
Plugging the result ∆ 0 = ∆ liq = 2dR 2 /σ 2 in Eq. (71) we obtain
Hence, recalling that F(∆ 0 → ∞) → 1, Eq. (69) becomes
and we recover Eq. (18): the replicated entropy is given by n times the liquid entropy 12 if replicas are decorrelated [47] .
B. The 1RSB glass phase
We now repeat the same procedure for a 1RSB matrix that describes the glass phase in the vicinity of the liquid phase [24, 26] , and we show that we recover the results of [24] . The properties of 1RSB matrices [47] , that are parametrized by n and by an additional integer m and by elements ∆ 0 and ∆ 1 , are derived in Appendix E 2. As an example, for m = 3 one has (with n/m blocks):
This amounts to assume that, at high enough density the free energy landscape develops another minimum while the liquid one becomes unstable, somewhat similarly to what happens in the low temperature phase of the Curie-Weiss
Interpretation of the replica symmetric (RS) and one-step replica-symmetry-breaking (1RSB) hierarchical matrices in terms of the corresponding dynamical quantity, the scaled mean-square displacement (MSD) ∆(t). In the liquid phase where the RS solution is stable, the MSD displays the usual ballistic (for inertial dynamics) then diffusive regimes, saturating at the volume of the "box" represented by ∆0 = ∆ liq . In the 1RSB glass phase, the diffusive regime is replaced by an infinite plateau measured by the parameter ∆1, related to the size of the cage. Before reaching this liquid-glass transition, the plateau develops as a crossover between ballistic and diffusive behaviours.
model, in a "direction" given by the 1RSB ansatz. Dynamically, this means we assume that the time-dependent meansquare displacement has a plateau at intermediate times, corresponding to ∆ 1 , followed by the true long-time plateau corresponding to ∆ 0 , as in Fig. 2 . The new parameter ∆ 1 thus represents the typical size of a cage (scaled by 1/d), i.e. the amplitude of particles vibrations around an amorphous lattice. It is also sometimes called "non-ergodicity factor" because it signals the breaking of ergodicity in the liquid phase: the set of liquid configurations which were previously solution of the problem is now split into many disconnected clusters of glassy configurations [54] .
1RSB entropy
We start by computing F(∆ 1RSB ). Using Eqs. (61), (64), (E6), (E13) and (E14), and defining
where the last equality can be proven by a series of changes of variable on z and λ. Therefore we obtain, setting h ≡ λ to recover the notations of previous results,
Finally, in Eq. (69) we plug Eqs. (E8) and (E12) and we obtain
Saddle point equations
The reasoning is similar to the RS one: we conjecture that ∆ 0 is very large at the saddle point level, and we thus expand the entropy for large ∆ 0 . We have for the interaction term
m − 1 decays quickly to zero for z → ∞ and to -1 for z → −∞. As in the RS case, the integral over h is dominated by large values of h, where γ ∆0−∆1 f (h) is small, we can thus expand the logarithm and we obtain, at the leading order for large ∆ 0 ,
where we see that the corrections have the same scaling than in the RS case. Combining Eqs. (82) and (84) we obtain:
which is again solved by ∆ 0 = ∆ liq in the limit R → ∞ where ∆ liq → ∞.
Thermodynamic entropy
Plugging the result ∆ 0 = ∆ liq = 2dR 2 /σ 2 in Eq. (82) and using Eq. (84) we obtain
which is exactly 13 the result derived in [24, Eq. (50)]. Taking the derivative with respect to ∆ 1 and the limit m → 1 one obtains the equation
that gives the cage parameter ∆ 1 on the equilibrium line [24] and will be useful for future comparison with the dynamic result.
C. The fullRSB glass phase
Finally, we consider here full hierarchical replica matrices that describe the Gardner phase, and we show that in this case we obtain the same results as [27] . FullRSB matrices are obtained by iterating the procedure that brings from RS to 1RSB. To save space, we assume here that the reader is familiar with this construction, that can be found in several textbooks, e.g. [47] -see also Appendix E 3 and Ref. [27] . A physical discussion of the properties of this phase can be found for general systems in [47] , and in the specific case of particle systems in [26, 27, 29 ].
FullRSB entropy
For the ideal gas term, plugging Eqs. (E15) and (E17) in Eq. (69), we have
For the interaction term, we start from Eq. (67), which coincides with the result of [27] . We can then follow the derivation of [27] , with a slight modification. In fact here we have n replicas and we wish to take the limit n → 0. The function ∆(x) is parametrized as in [27] (42)- (46)] to take into account this modification, and using the same notations, we obtain
13 With two small differences. First, in [24] the entropy of m replicas was computed, while here we divided the entropy by n, hence we computed the entropy per replica. This explains the additional factor 1/m in front of the entropy. For a more detailed discussion, see Appendix D. Second, we should keep in mind that to obtain the correct result in absence of random rotations we should take into account that particles are identical, which introduces an additional factor of N !, see Sec. II D.
Therefore the interaction term becomes (recall that m 0 = m):
Saddle point equations
Like in the previous discussions, we conjecture that at the saddle point level ∆(x) = ∆(0) = ∆ 0 → ∞ for 0 < x < m, while ∆(x) remains finite for R → ∞ when m < x < 1. In the ideal gas term, we have [∆](x) = 0 for 0 < x < m, and ∆ = m∆ 0 + 1 m dx∆(x) = m∆ 0 + ∆ m . We can also write
which remains therefore finite for m < x < 1. Then we get at the leading order for ∆ 0 → ∞
In the interaction term, for ∆ 0 → ∞, the integral over h in Eq. (91) is dominated by large values of h. At large h, we
is small so we can expand the logarithm and we obtain
Because the interaction term has a finite limit for ∆ 0 → ∞, its derivative with respect to ∆ 0 must go to zero in that limit. Then we have, at the leading order in ∆ 0
which implies that ∆ 0 = ∆ liq = 2dR 2 /σ 2 .
Thermodynamic entropy
Plugging the result ∆ 0 = ∆ liq = 2dR 2 /σ 2 in Eq. (93), we get
and adding the interaction term given in Eq. (94) we obtain
This is exactly 14 the result reported in [27, Sec. 3.4] .
D. Relation with previous work
Having explained the mathematical structure of the mean-squared displacement matrix ∆ ab in the different phases of the system, let us give some additional comments on the relation with previous work. Note that for a dynamic calculation (see Section VI below), this is just the mean-squared displacement in time of a particle, averaged over particles (Fig. 2) . For the static calculation, the formalism leads to considering distances between different replicas. As usual in the replica trick, the total number of replicas tends to zero to take the average over the disorder. In the case in which the system is solved by a 1RSB ansatz as in Eq. (79), the replicas are grouped in "blocks", and all the replicas of a block may be pictured as constituting a "molecule" [18] , albeit with non-integer number of elements. If, as it happens at the highest densities or lowest temperature, the ansatz is fullRSB, then one may see the system as being made of molecules, and molecules of molecules, and so on [27] . It must be however born in mind that this is an evocative way of picturing Parisi's ultrametric solution, and it involves no extra assumption.
In previous work that used the replica scheme [18, 24, 28] , the problem was simplified by using the so-called Monasson [45] or Franz-Parisi [46] approaches. In these approaches, which are particularly efficient for systems without quenched disorder, one couples the replicas to a reference system, in such a way that the replicas are always correlated. Mathematically, this corresponds to eliminating the outermost block of the ultrametric ansatz, corresponding to the element ∆ 0 in Eq. (79). This decoupling is explicitly seen in Appendix D. The problem is simplified because then all the elements of the replicated matrix ∆ ab remain finite in the termodynamic limit: particles remain confined into "molecules" and one can use molecular liquid methods to solve the problem [18, 24] .
This approach is however not efficient if one wishes to study the dynamics in the liquid phase: in fact, the value of ∆ 0 corresponds to the long-time limit of the mean square displacement in the liquid phase (Fig. 2) . Therefore, if one wishes to establish clearly the parallel between the static and dynamic treatments, one needs to keep the outermost block in the replica structure. However, this corresponds to decorrelated replicas that have therefore a diverging mean square displacement in the thermodynamic limit. In fact, we found above that ∆ 0 ∼ ∆ liq → ∞ in the thermodynamic limit.
The advantage of the present derivation is that it makes no assumptions about the existence of molecules, and it allows one to treat a general structure of ∆ ab including finite or diverging matrix elements. In this way we can at the same time reproduce previous results, and extend them to include a complete relation with long-time dynamics in the liquid phase.
V. SADDLE POINT EQUATION FOR THE ORDER PARAMETER
In this section we will derive and discuss the equation for the order parameter∆ without making any assumption on its structure. While this is not very interesting for thermodynamics, where we already know that∆ is a hierarchical matrix (Section IV), it is interesting for dynamics. We will obtain the following results.
1. The saddle point equation for∆ can be written in a form that has the same algebraic structure of a ModeCoupling (MCT) equation, Eq. (105), and involves a memory kernelM (Section V A).
2. The kernelM that enters in the MCT equation has a microscopic interpretation in terms of a force-force correlation or stress-stress correlation between replicas, and gives the shear modulus of the glass (Section V B).
3. In the MCT equation we will introduce a Lagrange multiplier to enforce the spherical constraint, and we will get its expression from replicas, Eq. (121). This will be useful for later comparison with dynamics.
4. We will show that the MCT equation, plugging a 1RSB structure for∆ and taking the limit m → 1, in which ∆ 1 corresponds to the equilibrium non-ergodicity factor [54] , gives the same equation as the 1RSB computation of Section IV (Section V D).
These results will be compared with the dynamical results of Section VI.
14 With the same small difference already noted for the 1RSB case.
A. Derivation of the saddle point equation
Before deriving the saddle point equation we write the replicated entropy in Eq. (69) using the representation in Eq. (68) with A = ∆ liq . We obtain, neglecting irrelevant constant terms in the entropy
The advantage of this formulation is that the correlations of the h a are well defined. In fact, h a h b = ∆ liq − ∆ ab 0. For convenience we can also express the entropy in terms of an overlap matrix Q ab = ∆ liq − ∆ ab = 2d σ 2 x a · x b . The matrixQ is determined by ∂S/∂Q ab = 0 for a < b (the matrix is symmetric and the diagonal elements are Q aa = ∆ liq ). However we assume a general form forQ and add a Lagrange multiplier term µ a Q aa to S in order to impose the constraint on the diagonal elements. We obtain a very simple expression:
The matrixQ is now determined by ∀(a, b), ∂S/∂Q ab = 0. Using the relations 
bd , we obtain
(100) This equation can be simplified by observing that, by integration by parts:
Using this relation (and the same relation withv = 0) we obtain
and defining f λ (h) = −v (h + λ) we get:
where we defined
Then Eq. (100) takes the form
Written in this form, the saddle-point equation for Q is manifestily similar to the exact dynamic equations that are the basis of Mode-Coupling Theory [20] : roughly, one hasQ ∼M (Q)Q, whereM (Q) is the analog of the memory kernel (this will appear more clearly in Section VI). Mode-Coupling Theory amounts to a polynomial approximation M ab (Q) ∼ Q 2 ab , which is exact for some spin glass models [54] ; while here we obtain a more complicated form forM .
B. A microscopic expression of the memory kernel: force-force, stress-stress correlations, and the shear modulus
We now provide a microscopic interpretation of the memory kernel.
Force-force correlation
First, we wish to show that M ab is related to the correlation of inter-particle forces. Using Eq. (29), we have:
For large d we have x a −y a = X +O(1/d) with |X| = σ. Also when we use Eq. (68) we have to compute the function f
Thus at leading order
according to Eq. (4). We obtain
Finally using Eq. (68) with A = ∆ liq we obtain
DQh dλ e
Therefore the kernel that enters in Eq. (100) is also the microscopic force-force correlation.
Stress-stress correlation
We can take another step and compute the stress-stress correlation, following [50, 55] . Note that in this derivation we neglect the kinetic component of the stress tensor [48] : we do this to simplify the computations, and because this component remains small in the glass transition regime. According 15 to [55, Eq. (136)-(138)], we define respectively the Born term B a , the replicated stress-stress correlation Σ ab and the potential part of the stress tensor at zero wavevector σ
wherex = x/|x|, andx µ are its spatial components. By isotropy the stress tensor for two directions µ = ν is the same as the one written here for directions 1,2. Here we used that σ a ij = 0 again by isotropy and that in d → ∞ only the terms with i = j and k = l contribute to Σ ab (see [50, Appendix A] and [30] for a more detailed discussion). Physically it is related to the tree-like structure of the interactions as emphasized in sections I and II. From B a and Σ ab we obtain the shear modulus matrix
15 Note that there is a typo in the factors of N in [55] ; the correct ones are given here. 16 The name µ is standard in the literature, and is not to be confused with the Lagrange multiplier introduced in the saddle-point Eq. (99).
Following the same reasoning that leads to Eq. (107), and observing that on average,X
Then performing similar steps as in Section V B 1, we arrive to
where the relation B a = b M ab is obtained through a simple integration by parts on λ. Therefore, the stress-stress correlation coincides, in d → ∞, with the force-force correlation, and both coincide with M ab . Finally, for the shear modulus we obtain
Recalling that from Eq. (100) we have for a = b that
, this results coincides 17 with the one in [50, Eq. (15)]. We refer to [50] for a discussion of the physical consequences of this result.
C. Replica symmetric solution
Product measure
In the liquid phase, the solution to this equation is Q ab = ∆ liq δ ab + Q 0 (1 − δ ab ) where Q 0 = ∆ liq − ∆ 0 . We already know that Q 0 is exponentially small in the limit ∆ liq → ∞ (Section IV A 2), we therefore consider for simplicity a RS solution with Q ab = ∆ liq δ ab and Q −1 ab = δ ab /∆ liq . In this case the measure in Eq. (103) becomes a product measure and defining
we obtain for some observable O when n → 0:
For later purposes, it is useful to compute some of these averages. First of all, it is easy to show through an integration by parts that
where the second result is obtained by choosing O = 1. Eq. (116) is readily generalized for a = b by:
(118) which will be compared to long-time limits of dynamical quantities later on, in the liquid phase. Indeed, in the replica symmetric language, diagonal elements represent equal-time values of the corresponding dynamical observables, while off-diagonal elements represent long-time limits.
Averages for large ∆ liq
We will be particularly interested in computing averages • v for ∆ liq → ∞. For an observable O(y, λ) that decays quickly to zero for large y, we have 
The above chain of equalities is based on the following reasoning: (i) since for ∆ liq → ∞ the integral over λ is dominated by large values of λ, we set α = λ/∆ liq ; (ii) we changed variable from h to y = h + λ in the numerator; because O(y, •) decays to zero for large y, the term y 2 /2∆ liq is negligible for ∆ liq → ∞; (iii) we can evaluate the integral over α by a saddle-point method in ∆ liq → ∞, dominated by α = 1; (iv) in the denominator, contrary to the numerator, there is no damping function O, hence h 2 /2∆ liq is not negligible and we usev(r → ∞) = 0 to compute it for large ∆ liq . Note that the factor dy e −βv(y)+y corresponds to the d → ∞ limit of dr r d−1 g(r) with r = 1 + y/d. From Eq. (119) we obtain several useful relations. We specialize for simplicity on the Hard Sphere potential, which we consider as the limit of a soft potential, e.g.v(y) = −εyθ(−y) for ε → ∞. We get, for example:
As an example, from Eqs. (105) and (104) we obtain the expression of the Lagrange multiplier µ:
where the last equality holds for Hard Spheres using Eqs. (117) and (120).
D. 1RSB solution
We now consider the 1RSB solution. We restrict to the case m = 1 for simplicity, and once again we consider that Q 0 = 0. We thus have Q ab = ∆ liq δ ab + Q 1 (I m ab − δ ab ) with Q 1 = ∆ liq − ∆ 1 , and
By taking in Eq. (100) indeces a = b that belong to the same block, and using n → 0, we obtain the equation (where the index a = 1 · · · m with m → 1)
It remains to be checked that Eq. (123) is equivalent to the one derived in Section IV B 3 for ∆ liq → ∞. From the second line of Eq. (123), shifting in all the integrals h + λ → h and η + λ
From this form one sees as in the replica symmetric case that for large ∆ liq the integral over λ is strongly peaked on λ = ∆ liq . With this choice at leading order in large ∆ liq we have
Specializing to hard spheres, we obtain
which is equivalent to Eq. (87).
VI. DYNAMICS THROUGH A THERMODYNAMIC ANALOGY
In this section we derive the dynamics of the system, drawing a formal analogy between time dependence of observables in the dynamics and replica index of the corresponding observables in the statics, as discussed in [11, 47, 54] and illustrated in Fig. 2 . Indeed, although dynamics is formally more difficult to handle than the statics, it is not needed to resort to replicas in order to average over the disorder, which is a conceptual and technical advantage [54, 56] . This is a consequence of the observation that the dynamic partition function is 1 by probability conservation if one considers all possible paths, hence independent of the Hamiltonian of the system.
We consider a Langevin dynamics
where µ, ν = 1, · · · , d are the spatial indices and H = i<j v(x i − x j ). In order to impose the constraint x i · x i = R 2 , we introduce a Lagrange multiplier ν i per particle, whose value is determined by the constraint. The inertial term mẍ i (t) will be dropped for simplicity, but as it will be clear in the following, it can be reinserted at any time.
Another possible strategy is to keep the inertial term, let the system equilibrate, and then remove the friction and noise terms. One may do so directly assuming the Gibbs-Boltzmann distribution for the initial condition. Remarkably enough, nothing dramatic happens with the equation and its solution in the limit γ → 0. The external noise is absent, but the one induced on a particle by the others is still here, just as the induced friction term. It is tempting to think that we have thus "proven" chaoticity for a particle system, but a caveat is in order. Our path integrals are defined for finite noise level, which we are taking to zero after the limit of large particle number and of large dimension. Thus, we are "proving chaos" with some level of coarse-graining, which we are taking to zero after all other parameters have gone to infinity.
A. Lagrange multiplier
Let us compute the value of ν i in d → ∞. We can discretize Eq. (128) as follows (in the Itô sense):
We impose the spherical constraint. At order dt, using that for large d one has A·η i ∼ 0 (for any vector A uncorrelated with η i in the Itô sense) and η i · η i ∼ 2dT γdt due to the central limit theorem, giving
We have a general relation 18 [48, Eq.(2.2.10)]
For d → ∞ the fluctuations vanish because we average over d dimensions, we thus have
, and plugging this in Eq. (131) we obtain that all ν i (t) are equal and constant in time, and given by
We recall that in d → ∞ we have, in the liquid phase of hard spheres, p = 1 + d ϕ/2, as it can be easily derived from Eq. (18) [24, 43] . The same result can also be obtained more directly as follows:
where we used Eq. (29), (68) and (120).
B. Path integral and supersymmetry
The supersymmetric (SUSY) formulation of the dynamics can be found in [57] [58] [59] , but here we use slightly different conventions and do not introduce fermionic fields 19 . Within the Martin-Siggia-Rose formalism [54, 57] we introduce a dynamic partition function of the form
Here DX denotes a functional integral over trajectories X(t) = {x i (t)}. Note that here we assume to start in a random configuration at time t = −∞, hence all integrals over t extend from −∞ to ∞. Also, note that x i (t) ∈ S whilex i (t) is introduced to exponentiate the delta function ofẋ i . From the spherical constraintẋ i · x i = 0, thereforê x i is orthogonal to x i and belongs to the tangent plane to S, which we call ∂S. We introduce SUSY fields defined in terms of Grassmann variables θ andθ as follows:
Using these notations we can write the partition function in a very compact form:
Here, the constraints that x i ∈ S andx i ∈ ∂S are equivalently encoded in a single constraint
The formal analogy between Eqs. (137) and (6), apart from the single-particle kinetic term which is easily dealt with as an additive contribution to the exponent, is evident. The replica index a = 1, · · · , n becomes the SUSY variable a = {t, θ,θ}. Except that, the structure of the dynamical partition function Z is identical to the one of the replicated partition function, see [58] [59] [60] for a general discussion. We can thus repeat all the steps that we performed with replicas (details can be found in [30] ) and we arrive to a similar result. The dynamic partition function can be expressed as an integral over a dynamical order parameter Q(a, b) as follows:
Here Dh = DhDĥ is the usual measure (no constraint) for path integrals of a scalar function of time and the measure D Q h is normalised to 1. We recall that Q(a, b) = (2d/σ 2 ) x(a) · x(b) , and we use that in large d all ν i ∼ ν as discussed in Section VI A. The operator K(a, b) is just a rewriting of the kinetic term, defined by the equality
which gives
where ∂ 
C. Saddle-point equation for the dynamical order parameter
To obtain the saddle-point equation for Q(a, b) we must impose the condition δS(Q)/δQ(a, b) = 0 together with Q(a, a) = R 2 . As in the replica calculation, to impose the constraint we introduce a Lagrange multiplier and optimize (a, a) . This amounts to sum the microscopic multiplier ν with an additional term δ ν(a). We will simply call µ the sum of the two terms and we thus redefine the kinetic operator as
The saddle-point equation is therefore identical to the one obtained in the replica calculation:
(142) As for replicas, we have
Introducing
Let us define the dynamical measure
Plugging Eq. (144) and Eq. (146) into Eq. (142) we obtain
which can also be written in the equivalent form: 
Eqs. (146), (148) and (149) provide a simple and compact expression for the saddle point equation in SUSY form.
D. Equilibrium dynamics
From the SUSY saddle point equations one can in principle derive the dynamical equation in full generality, i.e. without assuming equilibrium [57] . The resulting equations can describe all the dynamical regimes of the system including transient regimes and the long time aging behaviour. Here however, in order to simplify the derivation, we specialize to the equilibrium regime.
Equation for the position time-autocorrelation in terms of the memory kernel
We assume that the system is in equilibrium at all times. The SUSY correlators have thus the equilibrium form [57] :
and the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT) further gives R(t) = −βθ(t)Ċ(t). With these hypotheses, Eq. (148) shows that µ(a) + δµ(a) = µ + δµ are real numbers, independent of time at equilibrium 20 . Therefore the real component (with no Grassmann variables) of Eq. (148) becomes, using Eq. (E19):
This equation gives the correlation C(t) in terms of the memory kernel M C (t). It has the form of a MCT equation [20] ; note that the integral is restricted in [0, t] so the previous history disappears.
To compute µ + δµ, we observe that Eq. (151) at t = 0 gives
C(0) can be computed using the non-interacting dynamics because interaction effects are irrelevant at very short times. From Eq. (128) and (131) we have γẋ i = −(dT /R 2 )x i + η i which gives x i (t) = x i (0) exp − dT γR 2 t + {a linear term in the noise} and thus
Hence − γĊ(0) = T and we get
Plugging this in Eq. (151) we get the final result:
2. Self-consistent equation for the memory kernel
The self-consistent equation for M C (t) follows from Eqs. (146) and (149). The average over h that appears in Eq. (149) corresponds [57] to an average over the effective Langevin process
Taking in Eqs. (146) the terms without any θ variable, f λ (h(a) ) is simply the force f λ (t) = −v (λ + h(t)), and we thus get the self-consistent equation for the memory kernel:
where the average • h is over the stochastic process in Eq. (156). Using the argument of Appendix F, starting from any configuration at time −∞ is equivalent to starting at equilibrum at t = 0 for the purpose of computing equilibrium correlations at positive times. Therefore Eq. (156) is equivalent to, using Eq. (154):
where P 0 is the equilibrium probability measure with which the initial "position" h 0 is picked at t = 0. These are our final expressions for the dynamical equations. A numerical procedure (i.e. the logical steps) to obtain the memory kernel could be
• Start with a guess for M C (t)
• Solve the process in Eq. (158) to compute the correlation that appear in Eq. (157).
• Use Eq. (157) to obtain a new guess for M C (t)
• Iterate until convergence
• Use Eq. (155) to obtain C(t) from the memory kernel.
E. Thermodynamic limit: dynamical equations in terms of the mean square displacement
Because we know that ∆ liq → ∞ in the thermodynamic limit, it is interesting to eliminate it from the dynamical equations. This is possible if we consider finite times t for which the system cannot explore the whole volume. First we note that the equal time value of M C is given by
where we used Eq. (119). Therefore, M C (0) is finite (for a non-singular potential 21 ) in the thermodynamic limit ∆ liq → ∞; we expect that M C (t) is a monotonically decreasing function and we will see that M C (t → ∞) is also finite (actually, it vanishes in the liquid phase). We thus conclude that M C (t) is finite at all times for ∆ liq → ∞. We then consider the self-consistent equations (157) and (158) for M C (t), in which we change variables to y = h + λ and we introduce the average O y0 over the dynamics constrained to the initial condition y 0 . We obtain
Now following the same reasoning as in Eq. (119) we see that only finite values of y 0 can contribute to the average in the first line. Then the integral over λ is dominated by λ = ∆ liq and terms in y/∆ liq are negligible. We obtain
Finally, we can define the time-dependent mean square displacement ∆(t) = ∆ liq − C(t). For finite times, ∆(t) is finite and from Eq. (155) we get
Eqs. (161) and (162) are the final dynamical equations for ∆ liq → ∞, written in terms of ∆(t).
To conclude this section, let us note that an interesting alternative self-consistent equation for M C (t) is obtained from Eq. (161) if we choose t = 0, which is possible because the dynamics starts in equilibrium. Let us also assume thatv(y) = 0 for y 0. We obtain
For Hard Spheres we havev(y) → ∞ for y < 0 and the second term in the last line can be neglected, so we obtain a very simple expression: M C (t) = − ϕT 2 v (y(t)) y0=0 . Note that v (y(t)) y0 is not independent of time, firstly because the dynamics in Eq. (161) has a drift term proportional to T , and secondly because if we impose a fixed initial condition y 0 = 0 and consider finite times the system is not in stationary state anyway.
F. Diffusion coefficient, viscosity, and Stokes-Einstein relation
From Eq. (162) we obtain an expression for the diffusion coefficient. Let us assume that ∆(t) has some structure at short times followed by a linear regime ∆(t) ∼ Dt at large times, while M C (t) decays to zero over a finite time. Then we have lim
ds M C (s) and we obtain from Eq. (162):
At low density M C = 0 and we recover the diffusion coefficient D = T / γ of the free dynamics. Upon increasing density, M C increases and the diffusion coefficient decreases. At the dynamical transition, where a finite plateau of M C emerges, ∞ 0 dsM C (s) diverges and the diffusion coefficient vanishes. Going back to non-scaled variables, we have for the diffusion coefficient 23 :
The viscosity can be deduced from the auto-correlation function of the stress [48] . We have seen in Section V B 2 that this quantity actually coincides with M C (t) in d → ∞. Here we follow the conventions of [55] , hence we neglect the kinetic term of the stress tensor (i.e. we neglect the contribution of the ideal gas, which is irrelevant in the glassy regime) and define a viscosity η as follows 24 :
Putting together Eq. (165) and Eq. (166) we obtain
This relation is interesting. At low densities, η → 0 while D → T /γ. Upon approaching the glass transition, D → 0 and η → ∞ with constant Dη =
Hence, the Stokes-Einstein relation is satisfied with an apparent Stokes drag ζ = σ 2 /(2d). Note that expressing the Stokes-Einstein relation in terms of the shear viscosity η S = ρη we obtain
This scaling of the Stokes drag is very close to the hydrodynamic one [44] . Also, the prediction that Dη S ∝ ρ is very well satisfied by the data of [44, Fig.7b ] for high densities and large dimension.
VII. CONNECTION BETWEEN STATICS AND DYNAMICS
In this section, we show that the dynamical equations give the same result as the replica equations. From replicas we can compute three reference values: the equal-time value M C (0), the long time limit M C (∞), and the plateau value in the glass phase. We show here that dynamics gives the same values [58, 60] .
A. Equal time limit
We first discuss the equal time limit. Eq. (154) gives
which is equivalent to the static result in Eq. (121).
23 Again, recovering the diffusive behaviour of the liquid phase might seem surprising since our scaling hypotheses in the derivation of Section III constrain a trajectory to vibrate around an initial position with amplitude O(1/d) and two trajectories to be almost at contact, which is not the case in the liquid phase. The crucial point is that diffusive behavior sets in when ∆ is still of order one, or equivalently, the mean-square displacement is of the order of 1/d. More details are given in Appendix B. 24 Following the convention of [55] , here η is the mass times the kinematic viscosity, η = mη K , or the shear viscosity divided by the number density, η = η S /ρ; i.e. it has units of kg m 2 /s.
B. Long time limit in the liquid phase
Second, we consider the long time limit of the memory function in the liquid phase, where we assume a complete decorrelation of the system. From Eq. (155) we have
.
(170) Because we assume a complete decorrelation, at long times the correlation f λ (t)f λ (0) that appears in Eq. (157) becomes the product of equilibrium averages:
H0
. We thus have:
which can be directly identified with the static expression (118). We now focus for simplicity on Hard Spheres, for which
and after a short computation we find
which shows that both M C (∞) and C(∞) go exponentially to zero for ∆ liq → ∞, consistently with the static result of Sec. IV A 2, see Eqs. (76) and (105) for a = b, which corresponds to a long-time limit in the replica symmetric language.
C. Calculation of the plateau
Finally, we consider the "plateau" value of the correlation function. In the liquid phase close to the glass transition, we are in a situation where there is a strong separation of time scales between the fast motion (with characteristic time scale τ f ) and the slow diffusive motion (with characteristic time scale τ s ∼ 1/D) [61] . The plateau corresponds to an intermediate regime of time difference τ f t τ s : t is much larger than that the fast vibrational dynamics, but much shorter than the diffusive regime (Fig. 2) . In the glass phase, the diffusion is arrested and the plateau now corresponds to the long time limit of the memory function. To compute the plateau, we split the correlation and the memory function as
that decay on time scales τ f τ s , respectively. We define C P = C s (0) = ∆ liq − ∆ 1 where ∆ 1 is the plateau of the mean square displacement. Eq. (170) also holds for the plateau values, hence we obtain
Following [61, Sec.4 .1] (see also [30] ), one can show that on time scales τ f t − t τ s , one has a quasi-stationary regime of Eq. (158) described by a probability distribution P(h|η) where η is a slow variable with distribution P(η). We have
Note that
which is consistent with the stationary measure of Eq. (158). Also, recalling Eq. (124) and (175), we get
Correlation functions in the plateau regime when τ f t − t τ s are given by
Thus we get from Eq. (157)
which coincides exactly with the static result given in Eq. (123). Note that in the glassy regime, both the present solution M P and the solution M C (∞) discussed in the previous Section VII B formally exist as solutions for the long-time limit of M C (t); however, the dynamics always selects the solution with the largest value of M , which is M P (see e.g. the discussion in [54] ).
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a parallel derivation of the glassy thermodynamics, using replicas, and of the dynamics, using supersymmetry, of an infinite-dimensional particle system. We introduced an irrelevant quenched disorder [45] that was helpful to derive the entropy functional without having to justify a truncation of the virial expansion, as originally done in [23, [38] [39] [40] for liquids and in [24, 30] for glasses. We discussed a derivation of the replicated thermodynamics that is simpler but equivalent to previous ones [25] [26] [27] , and that, contrary to previous ones, can be easily generalised to the supersymmetric formalism. In this way we can derive dynamical equations along the same lines and straightforwardly show the equivalence of thermodynamic and dynamic results in the glassy regime.
In previous papers [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , focusing in particular on the hard sphere potential, these equations have been used to derive many observables characterising the glassy regime, namely:
1. The full time-dependent correlations in the liquid phase, and in principle also the out-of-equilibrium correlations in the aging regime [30] .
2. The dynamical transition density [26, 30] , at which the liquid phase becomes infinitely viscous and ergodicity is broken, and the so-called MCT parameter λ that controls dynamic criticality at the transition [20] .
3. The Kauzmann transition [24] , where the number of metastable states becomes sub-exponential, giving rise to an "entropy crisis" and a second order equilibrium phase transition 25 .
4. The Gardner transition line, that separates a region where glass basins are stable from a region where they are broken in a complex structure of metabasins [26] [27] [28] .
5. The density region where jammed packings exist (also known as "jamming line" or "J-line" [24] ), which is delimited by the threshold density and the glass close packing density [24] . 25 Note that in the MK model the additional term N ! due to particle distinguishability (see Section II D) induces an additional term log N in the entropy of metastable states, which shifts the Kauzmann transition to infinite density. In the normal system (consider e.g. Hard Spheres) this factor is replaced by a log d term, which shifts the Kauzmann transition to values of ϕ K ∼ log d ϕ d , where ϕ d ≈ 4.8 is the dynamical transition scaled density [24] .
d
Dimension of space N Number of particles
Position of a particle
Volume excluded by a particle on the surface of S
Euclidean distance between two particles x and y v(r) Interaction potential energy between two particles
Scaled interaction potential
Matrix of scalar products, or overlaps
2 /σ 2 Scaled overlap of the liquid phase v = {1, · · · , 1} All-ones vector in replica space v a = 1 , ∀a
Gaussian kernel
Gaussian integration measure
Gaussian measure of unit variance
Smoothed theta function of width a D∆h = dh
T∆−1h
Gaussian measure for replicated variables
Dynamical SUSY Gaussian measure
Averages
• Usually denotes the thermal average • Average over random rotations
Replica average over the scaled potential We consider the original MK model [43] in d dimensions. It is the R → ∞ version of the spherical model presented in the rest of the paper; introducing the hypersphere is an irrelevant complication for the purpose of this Appendix. The rotations R ij are thus replaced by d-dimensional shifts A ij . Though these random rotations were picked with an infinite variance, here we go back to the original model with a variance λ 2 of the distribution of the shifts, which is taken to be Gaussian centered. We show that this model is described by the entropy functional in Eq. (15) when
• one fixes λ ∈ R + and takes the limit d → ∞
• or one fixes d and takes the limit λ → ∞ except for the additive constant due to discernability in the MK model. We only focus on the hard spheres potential; any short-ranged potential can be treated similarly, the conclusions with respect to the scalings are not changed. This implies, quoting [43] , that the limits λ → ∞ and d → ∞ are of the same nature.
When computing the replicated entropy, we introduced in Section II C the functions
wheref is the replicated Mayer function. To show the equivalence, following the derivation in Section II C one sees that we only need to prove that it vanishes in these limits. Indeed, if so, the leading order of the entropy functional is obtained by keeping the first term in the expansion of log(1 +f ) ∼f , the other terms giving vanishingly small contributions.
1. If λ = 0, D λ 2 A = δ(A)dA andf =f HS as in [25] . A computation similar to the one below gives the following conclusions in d → ∞:f
The minimum 1 is obtained when all x a are equal and the integrand is a Gaussian centered at this position; as soon as they differ, several Gaussians peaked at the different positions contribute to the integral, giving additional contributions. Therefore the prefactor V d (σ) makesf tend exponentially to zero when d → ∞.
2. For λ > 0, we look at the general case. However, we assume that the n vectors inū are linearly independent. If they are not 26 , it suffices to reduce the number of components of A introduced below to the rank of the vectors inū instead of n. Using the fact that the Gaussian measure is rotation invariant, we can build an orthonormal basis for A = A + A ⊥ where A ∈ Span(u 1 , . . . , u n ) and A ⊥ lies in the orthogonal subspace. Then, with a change of variables, we get
where the incomplete Gamma function is γ(α, z) = z 0 dt t α−1 e −t defined for Re (α) > 0. For Re (z) > 0, we have the relation γ(α, z) = 1 α z α e −z F 1 (1, α + 1, z), where F 1 is Kummer's function of the first kind which can be given by a hypergeometric series
whose radius of convergence is infinite. Then,
. A very rough bound on the leading order of the integrand is 1, which gives
Sof tends to zero when either d goes to infinity at fixed λ > 0 or conversely, when λ goes to infinity at finite d > n.
Let us make a comment on the values of the replicated Mayer function. In the case λ = 0 and d → ∞, one can easily show [25] that
Using similar arguments, one can obtain these simplified expressions when λ > 0 and d → ∞:
that can be compared to the λ = 0, d → ∞ formulas given above. These results are of course compatible with the reasoning of Section II C that for an infinite range of shifts,f = O V d (σ)/V where V ∼ λ d is the volume of the system. From these observations, one concludes that the averaged Mayer functionf (ū) has a trivial behaviour close to zero and as soon as the different replicas (respectively different trajectories for the dynamics) wander away from more than a particle diameter, its value is essentially a constant. Thus the critical regime wheref has a non-trivial behaviour is whenū =x−ȳ, the relative positions of two replicated configurations (respectively relative trajectories of two particles in the dynamics) is of the order the particle diameter (and fluctuations of order 1/d) [25] . This critical scaling regime where replicas (respectively trajectories) are close reproduces, for large distances within this scaling, the behaviour of the regime where they are not constrained to remain close to contact, i.e. the liquid phase. Indeed, the entropy of the liquid phase is recovered in the statics, see Eq. (78), and respectively diffusive behaviour is recovered in the dynamics at large times, see VI F. The fact that the Mayer function (equivalently F(x) of Eq. (B2) or F(∆) of (68), which are related) becomes a constant for distances larger than the particle diameter elucidates these paradoxes.
Appendix C: Integrals for rotationally invariant functions
Here we prove Eq. (34). We consider a rotationally invariant function f (x 1 , · · · , x n ) and, setting q aa = R 2 andq symmetric 27 , we write In Appendix A of [26] it is shown that
which proves the first equality in Eq. (34):
To obtain the second equality we change variables from q ab to D ab = (x a − x b ) 2 = 2R 2 − 2q ab , orD = 2(R 2 vv T −q). 
27 qaa = R 2 due to the constraint δ(x 2 a − R 2 ) in the left hand side. We takeq symmetric in order to integrate only on its independent variables a < b.
Note that for a = b we have D aa = 0, and we do not integrate over these variables. For a < b, going from q ab to D ab is a simple linear change of variables, so we have 
which proves the second equality.
Appendix D: Equivalence with previous computations of the ideal gas term
We show here that the ideal gas term in Eq. (69) is equivalent to the results derived in [25] [26] [27] for the replicated entropy, e.g. [27, Eq. (1)], for a general order parameter∆ (mean-square displacements matrix). There is a subtlety because in [25] [26] [27] the calculation was restricted to a block of m replicas, following e.g. [45] , hence it was assumed that the matrix elements of∆ are finite. In Eq. (69) we instead considered the more general case where some matrix elements can be ∼ R 2 (e.g. in the liquid phase). The two methods are equivalent; this can be seen on the ideal gas term as an example we focus on here (the interaction term can be treated by a similar calculation than the one presented in Section IV B 1). As shown in Section V, it can be written as 
Therefore, we can go back to the setting of [25] [26] [27] . We thus focus on S
IG and drop the hat onv and the suffix m on matrices, restricting on a m × m block. In this setting,∆ is finite (as an example, for a 1RSB glass phase, it is a replica symmetric matrix with parameter ∆ 1 which is finite, as shown in Section IV B and V D). Then, for large R we can approximate log 1 − 
which, recalling that to compare with hard spheres we should replace log V → 1 − log ρ, coincides with the results of [25] [26] [27] (see e.g. [27, Eqs. (1) and (2) 
where α ab = d(x a · x b )/σ 2 is a symmetric and Laplacian matrix ( b α ab = 0) that is related to∆ by the relation ∆ ab = α aa + α bb − 2α ab , andα a,a is the (a, a)-cofactor ofα. The task is then to prove Eq. (D4). We note first that for Laplacian matrices detα = 0 and detα a,a is independent of a (Kirchhoff's matrix tree theorem). Then
Then we note that defining χ a = α aa , we have
which is written in matrix notation asα = 
Multiplying the last equation by v T we get
Finally, defining u = v/ √ m which is normalized to u T u = 1, we get
Therefore the matricesα and∆ differ by a projector on a vector space spanned by u and∆u. The proof can be done in general, but let us focus here on the case (of interest for us) in which α aa is a constant independent on a, or equivalently b ∆ ab does not depend on a. In this case u is an eigenvector of∆, and∆u = λu with λ = u T∆ u. Also, 
which completes the proof of Eq. (D4) and therefore of the equivalence of our results with those of Refs. [25] [26] [27] .
RS matrices
For a replica symmetric matrix we have
The eigenvectors of∆ are v, with eigenvalue ∆ 0 (n − 1), and n − 1 orthogonal vectors with eigenvalue −∆ 0 ; hence, det∆ = (n − 1)(∆ 0 ) n (−1) n−1 .
2. 1RSB matrices A 1RSB matrix has the form∆
and using Eq. (E1) one obtains that the inverse iŝ
n + (∆ 
and∆
Finally, the determinant can be computed in the following way. The n-dimensional vector space can be decomposed in three subspaces: 
3. A set of (n/m)(m − 1) vectors x such that a∈B x a = 0 in each block B. These are orthogonal to v and all the w, and they are such that I n x = I m x = 0. Hence∆
Therefore we obtain 
[(∆ 1 − ∆ 0 )ÎFor more general memory kernels one has to resort to a coupling with a bath containing many degrees of freedom. The corresponding discussion can be found in [30] . Consider the following Langevin equation: γẋ = − dU dx + ξ(t) − x(t) + η 1 (t) , γξ = −ξ(t) + x(t) + η 2 (t) , η 1 (t)η 1 (t ) = η 2 (t)η 2 (t ) = 2T γδ(t − t ) .
(F1)
This equation is Markovian and it admits a Boltzmann stationary distribution
moreover the marginal distribution of x is the Boltzmann one with potential U (x):
P eq,x (x) = dξ P eq (x, ξ) = 1 Z e −βU (x) .
